
During the second marking period, fourth graders will continue to engage in choral, echo, and partner
reading to build comprehension and fluency. They will respond orally to comprehension questions and
will respond in writing to some questions. Students will read historical fiction, realistic fiction, and
nonfiction texts during this marking period. Students will listen to a variety of texts that will be read
aloud by the teacher to build knowledge and vocabulary. Students will use ReadLive, an online program,
to improve fluency.

Grade 4
Marking Period 2

In marking period 2, students will continue their work on developing fluency with standard algorithms for
multiplication and division. In topic 6 of enVision, students will shift their focus to solving word problems
using the skills developed involving multi-digit whole-number addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division. As students solve word problems, they will call upon previously learned meanings of the four
operations, and they will develop a new meaning of multiplication: multiplication as comparison. Students
will end the second marking period focusing on understanding the meaning of factors and multiples by
building on their understanding of multiplication. The concepts of prime and composite number will also
be developed through connections to lessons on factors.

READING

Students will review and practice cursive handwriting and will be using cursive for some written
assignments.

SPELLING

Students will continue to identify syllable types to help them pronounce and spell multisyllabic words.
Students will continue to learn to spell grade level vocabulary and will continue to have weekly spelling
lists

HANDWRITING

MATH

WRITING

Fourth graders will complete a research unit and opinion writing unity through shared and modeled
writing lessons.

SOCIAL STUDIES

In Unit 1, students explored the five major physical regions of the United States and three physical
regions of Maryland. Students investigated how the geographic features of a region define the region
and impact how people live and work. In Unit 2, students began to examine Maryland.  They learned
about how societies changed over time based upon their interactions with the environment and other
societies.  Students looked at early Native American societies and Maryland’s transition from a colony
to a state.

ART

Students will participate in the artistic process (brainstorm, explore, create, refine, and share).
Students will create and respond to works of art focused on color and form, along with the artistic
principle of unity.

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Students will create programs with loops and events. They will translate their initials into binary,
investigate different problem-solving techniques, and discuss how to respond to cyberbullying.

PERSONAL WELLNESS AND HEALTH

Students will learn concepts in the areas of Social/Emotional Learning (understanding emotional health
and empathy), Substance Abuse and Prevention (harmful household products and environmental
safety), and Family Life (puberty/adolescence, healthy relationships, and trusted adults.

MUSIC

In general music, students will be assessed by creating, presenting, responding, and
connecting. In the second marking period, fourth grade students will be exploring the
elements of melody, pitch, and harmony.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Students will demonstrate the ability to work cooperatively as a team, use manipulatives effectively,
integrate movement into daily activities and improve fitness in an effort to enhance overall health and
wellness.


